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Suppose p is an invariant measure for a smooth random dynamical system on a d-dimensional Rieman- 
nian manifold. We prove that DIG < dE“(max{O, -A$}), where II,, is the relative entropy of p, A5 is the 
smallest Lyapunov exponent associated with p, and E” denotes integration with respect to CL. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose p is an invariant measure for some smooth random dynamical system on 
a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold M. Denote by A: 2 A: 2. * . b AZ the 
Lyapunov exponents associated with p, and denote by LYE the relative entropy of 
p (see Definition 2.2). The purpose of this paper is to establish the estimate 
LYE G dEP(max{O, -AZ}). For p ergodic this implies aylr G d(max{O, -A$}), since 
then the exponents Al” are constant. Some consequences are immediate: a& measures 
the amount of information necessary to restore an invariant measure from its 
restriction to nonnegative time (in a sense to be made precise). Hence, if A$ z 0 
then p coincides with its restriction to nonnegative time, i.e., p is determined by 
the ‘future of the noise’. A similar statement according to which nonpositivity of 
all exponents implies that F is a functional of the ‘past of the noise’ is obtained by 
reversing time. If p is a functional of the past then it is a so called Mu&v measure. 
Markov measures for Markovian (random dynamical) systems have been investi- 
gated by Crauel [6]. 
Estimates for relative entropy in terms of Lyapunov exponents have been provided 
by Ledrappier [12], Baxendale [I], and Crauel [4]. 
Ledrappier proved the following [12, Theorem 3, p. 621. Consider the (discrete 
time) random dynamical system cp on the projective space PdP’ induced by a product 
of random matrices on Iw”. Then, the relative entropy of any invariant measure p 
for rp can be estimated by 
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where y,~ ~~2.. 9 3 yd denote the Lyapunov exponents of the product of random 
matrices. Ledrappier’s result has been generalized by Crauel[4, Theorem 6.1, p. 267, 
and Remark (ii) to Lemma 2.5, p. 2571, who showed that 
% G -d min(hi ) v invariant for p} 
for an arbitrary random dynamical system cp on a compact d-dimensional manifold, 
where /\y~=A,“a. * .S A i denote the Lyapunov exponents of cp associated with the 
invariant measure V. Ledrappier’s result then follows by observing that in the 
particular case where p is the projective system generated by a product of random 
matrices, the exponents of cp can be read off from the exponents of the product of 
random matrices, see Crauel [5, Theorem 3.2, p. 451. In particular, 
y, - yd = -min{h$_, 1~ invariant for cp} = max{Ay (p invariant for cp}, 
where A:, 1 s i G d - 1, denote the Lyapunov exponents of the projective system 
associated with one of its invariant measures p, and yi, 1 G i c d, denote the Lyapunov 
exponents of the product of random matrices. Baxendale [l] is concerned not with 
random dynamical systems in general, but with the particular case of stochastic 
flows; he then uses the Markov semigroup approach available for this kind of system. 
As a consequence, it is only the Markovian ones among the invariant measures 
which are taken into consideration by Baxendale. (For the relations between the 
Markov semigroup approach and the dynamical system approach for Markovian 
RDS see Crauel [6].) For a Markov measure k, Baxendale gives conditions for 
(Y, = -Cf=, A?=: -A$ ([l, Theorem 4.2, p. 5301). Furthermore, Baxendale shows 
that on a compact manifold there always exists an invariant Markov measure p 
with (Y+ s -A$ ([ 1, Theorem 4.3 and discussion thereafter, pp. 530-5331). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic definitions of random 
dynamical systems are given. In Section 3, we prove additivity of relative entropy. 
Section 4 collects some more or less well known results from geometric measure 
theory and a refinement of a result concerning the growth of diameters of balls on 
manifolds under the action of a diffeomorphism. In Section 5, the main result of 
the paper is proved. The strategy of the proof is very much the same as that of 
Ledrappier’s original proof. 
2. Basic definitions 
Let M be a d-dimensional Riemannian C’ manifold, r 2 1, and denote by 93 its 
Bore1 g-algebra. Let T be either iw, Iw’, Z, or N. Let (a,%, P) be a probability space 
and let { 6,I t E T} be an ergodic family of measure preserving transformations of 
(0, 9, P) such that a,+, = 6,o 6, for all t, s E T. 
Definition 2.1. A random dynamical system is a measurable map 
cp:TxMxR+M 7 
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such that cp(0, . ) = id and 
cp(t+s, w) = p(r, 8.&J) o 44% w), (I) 
for all t, s E T outside some P-nullset in a. Here p( t, w) : A4 + A4 is the map which 
arises when t and u are kept fixed. 
A random dynamical system is said to be smooth if cp(t, w) is differentiable for 
each t E T and w E R. It is said to be one-sided or two-sided, respectively, according 
to whether T is Iw+ or N or whether T is LQ or Z. Since (1) implies cp-‘(t, w) = 
cp( -2, fi,w), a two-sided time smooth random dynamical system automatically con- 
sists of diffeomorphisms. 
We shall abbreviate ‘random dynamical system’ by RDS in what follows. An RDS 
induces a skew product flow 
o,:MxR+Mxn, (X,W)++((P(?,W)X, 79&J), 
where cp(t, w)x = cp(t, x, w). In fact, O,,, = 0, 0 O,, ; we use the term ‘flow’ for both 
continuous and discrete time T. 
The most common examples of RDS are provided by products of random maps, 
stochastic differential equations, and random differential equations. In this paper 
we are interested in smooth RDS only, so we drop the attribute ‘smooth’ henceforth. 
A probability measure TV on M x 0 (on the product a-algebra 93 0 9) is said to 
be an invariant measure for cp if it is invariant under O,, t E T, and if it has marginal 
P on 0. Invariant measures always exist if M is compact (which is in complete 
analogy with deterministic dynamical systems). 
Any finite measure v on M x f2 with marginal P is uniquely characterized by its 
disintegration with respect to P, which is a measurable map CCJHV~ taking values 
in the space of measures on M (equipped with the Bore1 a-algebra of the weak* 
topology). We will not distinguish between v and the associated ‘random measure’ 
WHY,,, in the following. Suppose V. is a random measure as above. Given an arbitrary 
o-algebra Z% = 9, define the covlditional expectation E( V. ( %) of v with respect to K 
to be the random measure obtained by disintegrating v restricted to 5330 g (with 
respect to P / 0. 
A (probability) measure t_~ on M x 0 with marginal P on R is invariant for an 
RDS cp if and only if 
E(cp(r, . hlom4 =/-b,oJ, (2) 
P-almost surely for all t E T, where P,~,,, = (p.0 6,)(w). 
Of course, if Sy’F= s-this holds, e.g., if T is two-sided-then (2) reads 
cp (4 w )/-L = p A,w for P-almost all w. 
There is a canonical way of turning a two-sided time RDS into a one-sided time 
one-simply ignore everything which has to do with negative time. To make this 
precise, let cp be a two-sided time RDS and suppose ‘Zc 9 is a a-algebra such that 
(0 
6,‘%c 8, 
cp( t, . ) is measurable with respect to %, 
for all t>O. 
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Restriction to (a, %, P) and to T+ = T n R' gives a one-sided RDS. The g-algebra 
9+ = a{ cp( t, . ) 1 t > 0} satisfies (C), and 9+ c 8 whenever 8 satisfies (C). If p is 
invariant for the two-sided time RDS, then the restriction of p to B 0 Z? is invariant 
for the one-sided time restriction. Hence invariance of measures subsists under 
restriction. For invariant measures, restriction to one-sided time can be undone. 
Consider a two-sided time RDS p and a a-algebra 8 satisfying (C). Suppose F+ 
is an invariant measure for the one-sided time restriction corresponding to g. Then 
V, = lim cp-‘(-t, w)pi_,, (3) ,+m 
exists P-a.s., and v is an invariant measure for two-sided time. In particular, if p+ 
has been obtained by restriction of a two-sided time invariant measure p with 
respect to 8, then the limit in (3) is 
V, = I?(@.) ST v F), (4) 
where ~~=(~{(~(~;)(f<O}~~,aand ‘8vV~=~{8,9~}. 
This result originates from Ledrappier [12, Lemma 1, p. 641, compare Crauel [4, 
Proposition 3.1, p. 2621. For products of independent and identically distributed 
(iid) homeomorphisms see also Le Jan [14]. 
Conventions. (i) For the rest of the paper, we consider only RDS cp such that all 
{cp( t, w) 1 t E T, w E f2) are diffeomorphisms outside a subset of 0 with P-measure 
zero. 
(ii) If necessary, we assume one-sided time systems to be restrictions of two-sided 
time ones. This implies (i). Provided (i), it amounts to assuming invertibility of 6, 
and existence of an extension of the u-algebra with respect to which 19;’ is 
measurable. 
Definition 2.2. Suppose p is an invariant measure for an RDS cp. The relative entropy 
function t++a*( t), t 2 0, associated with p is 
(5) 
where the density has to be understood as the density of the absolutely continuous 
part in the Lebesgue decomposition. 
The relative entropy cxP of the invariant measure p is the value of the relative 
entropy function in t = 1, (Y+ = a,(l). 
We will see in Corollary 3.5 below that a,(t) = ta@. Note that (5) makes sense 
only for invertible maps cp( t, w). otherwise, cp-‘( t, co)t.~~,~ need not be a measure. 
Definition 2.2 is valid for both two-sided and one-sided time systems. The relative 
entropy function depends on the choice of 55’. We are mainly interested in the case 
g=$G+ 
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The notion of relative entropy used here is derived from the Kullback entropy, 
which plays an important role in large deviations. The following are basic properties 
of the Kullback entropy. Since log r G r - 1 for r 2 0, the relative entropy function 
satisfiesO~a,(t)~~, t~O,withcu,(t)=OifandonlyifP-a.s.cp-’(t,w)~,B,w=~,. 
In view of (4), this implies: 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose cp is an RDS, w a two-sided time invariant measure, 55 a a-algebra 
satisfying (C), and denote by pcL+ the restriction of p to ?Z. Then a&+(t) = 0 for all t > 0 
if and only if p satisjies 
E(p.1 ‘8 v 9-) = ~7 P-a.s. 
In particular, if (T(P.) c 8 v 9- then 
p.=/_Lu: P-a.s. q 
The setup given here allows for much arbitrariness both in the choice of 9 and 
in the choice of 8. Often there is no loss in generality in assuming %== 
a{cp(t;)lt~ T}. Then 3;~ %‘vV- for any admissible choice of 8, so with the 
notations of Lemma 2.3, a,+(t) = 0 for all t > 0 if and only if p. = PT. 
For any three finite measures V, y, and 77 on some measurable space the generalized 
densities (the densities of the absolutely continuous parts in the respective Lebesgue 
decompositions) satisfy dv/d y 2 (dv/dq)(dT/dy) y-a.s., see Crauel [3, Lemma 
A.2.1, p. 1201. This implies subadditivity of cry,( . ), i.e., 
a,(r+s)Ga,(r>+cr,(s) 
for all t, s 2 0. If (am and a,(s) are finite then 
a,(t+s)=(Y,(t)+Q(s). 
(6) 
(7) 
3. Additivity of the relative entropy function 
Throughout this section, cp will be an RDS, and p will be an invariant measure for 
cp unless not otherwise specified. In Proposition 3.3 we prove that a,(t), the relative 
entropy function of p, is increasing in t. This implies a,(t) = ta,( 1) for all t > 0 
(with CO on both sides not excluded), thus generalizing Proposition 3.6 of Baxendale 
[ 1, p. 5291. We need two technical lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (0, 9, P) be a probability space, and suppose % is a sub a-algebra 
of 9. Let M be a Polish space with Bore1 u-algebra 53, and suppose v is a probability 
measure on M x R with marginal P on R. If,f : M x R + Iw is measurable with respect 
to 330 ?Z then 
EP 
A4 
f(s,-)dv.(l)j’6)(~)=~~f(x,~)d~p(y.t~)~(x) 
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P-almost surely, where EP means conditional expectations of random variables on 0 
with respect to P. 
Proof. Forf(x, w) = g(x)h(w) with h measurable with respect to V?, (8) is immediate. 
The set of all v-integrable f for which (8) holds satisfies the conditions of the 
monotone class theorem (Williams [ 15, Theorem 11.40, p. 40]), hence it contains all 
PB 0 %-measurable v-integrable functions. 0 
Clearly, (8) holds also for f nonnegative instead of v-integrable, possibly with 
both sides infinite. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, suppose t_~ is another probability 
measure on M x fl with marginal P on 0. Then 
for v 1~6~ almost all (x, w), where E” denotes conditional expectation with respect to 
v on M x 0. 
Proof. We must prove that 
(9) 
for all DE %I 0 %‘. It suffices to prove (9) for product sets D = B x C’, where B E 3, 
and C E %‘. The assertion follows since 
= I EPb.\ W,(B) Ww) = I I-L(B) Ww), C‘ c 
for the second identity we have used Lemma 3.1. 0 
Proposition 3.3. The relative entropy function tHolr(t) associated with an invariant 
measure t_~ for an RDS cp increases with t. 
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Proof. We prove cu,( t + s) 3 a,(t) for t, ~3-0. By (2), EP(cp-‘(-s,.)~,~~,.l~)=~., 
hence Lemma 3.2 yields 
From Jensen’s inequality we get 
a,(r+s)=- J ’ og d(lo-‘(t+ s,w)~.L,y,+,,) (xl dp(x, ~1 M Xfl +m 
Corollary 3.4. Either (am < ~3 for all t 2 0 or a&(t) = CC for all t > 0. 
Proof. Suppose there exists t,> 0 such that (.y,( t,,) = ~0. Then a,(t) = ~0 for all 
t 2 to by Proposition 3.3. For t < to we have 
cX,(nt)~na,(f) 
for all n EN by (6). Hence a,(t) cannot be finite either. 0 
Corollary 3.5. For all t > 0, a&(t) = tcu&( 1). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4, either (;Y,( t) is infinite for all f > 0 or a,(t) is finite for all 
ta0. In either case, a,(t+s)=(~,(t)+ (Ye for all f, s > 0 by (7). Consequently, 
(Y,, (9) = SLY& (1) for all rational 9. Monotonicity of ~H(Y~( t) implies for all t E T and 
for all rationals P, q E T with 0 G q s f s p, 
so the assertion follows. 0 
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4. Some technical results 
For a differentiable manifold M denote by TM the total space of its tangent bundle. 
The linearization of a differentiable map t,!~: M + A4 is denoted by T+!I: TM + TM 
with T&I : T,M + T,M + Tti,cY, M, x E M, denoting the action of T$I on individual 
fibres. 
Suppose cp is an RDS on a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold and p is an 
invariant measure for 9 such that the map 
is integrable with respect to I*. Denote by hY(x, w) 2 A?(x, w) 2. . .5 h’;(x, w) the 
Lyapunov exponents of cp associated with p; the O.-invariant maps (x, w)~hY(x, w) 
are defined via 
(10) 
14 p G d. Here A I’ denotes the p-fold exterior product of T,cp. Existence of the 
limits in (10) follows from Kingman’s subadditive ergodic theorem (Kingman [9]). 
The definition of Lyapunov exponents applies regardless of time being one- or 
two-sided. Clearly, the Lyapunov exponents associated with a two sided invariant 
,u coincide with those associated with any one-sided time restriction of ,u. 
We will later need the fact that 
;~&og\](T“p(‘, w))-‘Ii = -AZ(x, w) (11) 
p-almost surely and in L’(p). This is a consequence of Oseledec’ Multiplicative 
Ergodic Theorem, see Ledrappier [ll, Proposition 1.4.1, p. 3231. Note that 
(T,cp)-‘= T&o-‘): T,,M+ T,M. (12) 
A Riemannian manifold M is a metric space with the distance induced by the 
Riemannian metric (Klingenberg [ 10, Section 1.9, pp. 78-861). Let B(x, 8) denote 
the open ball of radius 6 around x. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose p and u are probability measures on a d-dimensional Riemannian 
C’ manifold M, r 3 3. 
(i) Put 
f*(x)=sup{;gB~~;~; / 00). 
Then I log f * du s C, where C is a constant depending only on d. 
(ii) For u-almost all x E M, 
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where dp/du denotes the density of the absolutely continuous part of the Lebesgue 
decomposition of p with respect to v. 
(iii) For p-almost all x E M, 
lirn sup 
log PB(X, PI < d 
I_i -0 log p . ’ 
Proof. Having assumed M to be C’, r 2 3, there exists an isometric embedding of 
M into some RN, N c d” + 10d + 3, by Nash’s imbedding theorem (see Gromov [7, 
Section 3.1.1, p. 2231). The proofs of (i) and (ii) now proceed as those of Lemmas 
4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively, of Ledrappier and Young [13, pp. 524-5251, using the 
Besicovitch Covering Lemma, where the constant C is the Besicovitch constant 
associated with the dimension N = d2+ 10d +3. To prove (iii), it suffices to establish 
inf 
PB(x,B),~ 
,,cpiT(.,)n, P” ’ 
for p-a.e. x E M, where r(x) denotes the injectivity radius at x E M (Klingenberg 
[lo, Definition 2.1.9, p. 1311). Using Riemann normal coordinates, this follows from 
the corresponding result in [W“ (cf., e.g., Ledrappier and Young [13, Lemma 4.1.4, 
p. 5261). 0 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose cp is a dtfleomorphism of a Riemannian manifold M. Then for 
all XE M andfor all S>O, 
Proof. For an arbitrary diffeomorphism Cc, of M we know that 
max ]]T~~,,+~]Ic:[O, l]+ M C’-curve 
7i[O,ll 
with c(O)=x and c(l)=y d(x,y), (13) 
I 
for all x, y E M (both sides may be infinite). Using (13) for the diffeomorphism ‘p-l 
and points cpx and y yields 
d(x, q-‘y)s inf J-J-‘;:, (( T,.,,,(rp-‘)I( I c: [0, l]+ M C’-curve 
{ ’ 
withc(O)=cpx and c(l)=y d(cpx,y). 
I 
Fix 6 > 0 and x E M and consider y E M such that d (cpx, y) < 6. Since there always 
exist C’-curves between cpx and y which remain entirely in B(px, S), we may estimate 
d(x, cp-‘Y) G sup II K(cp-‘)lld(w y). ZEH(‘.OX,8) 
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Consequently, if YE B(cpx, 6 min{l, [supZtBCcpx,8j\] T,(~p~‘)ll]-‘}) then 
hence y E cp(B(x, 6)). 0 
We later need an equivalent formulation of Lemma 4.2: for all x E M and for all 
6 and 6,, with 0<6~6,, 
(14) 
The second line follows from (12). 
5. The main result 
Theorem 5.1. Let cp be an RDS on a Riemannian C’ manifold M, r 2 3, and let p be 
an invariant measure for cp satisfying the integrability condition (IC). Suppose for each 
t > 0 there exists 8> 0 (which may depend on t) such that 
(x, ~)f+~uP~log+ll(~zcp(t, 4-‘II I= 6’(4 o)Ncp(t, wk $1) (15) 
is integrable with respect to t_~. 
Then 
LY@ G -dEP(O A A$), 
where a,, is the relative entropy of p(Definition 2.2), EW denotes expectation with 
respect to CL, and a A b = min{a, b}. 
Proof. For 6>0 and t>O put 
ps(x, w) =max{l, sup{ll(T,cp(t, o))-‘lI IzE cp-‘(4 w)B(cp(t, w)x, 6))). 
The proof will proceed in several steps. 
Step 1. Fix E > 0, 8 > 0, and t > 0. We will prove here that 
s d(E(logpa 1 yp)(x, w)+ E) (16) 
for p-almost all (x, w), where .Yfi denotes the p-algebra of invariant sets of (0,) 
with respect to p. 
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By Lemma 4.l(iii) we know that for any n > 0 there exists &(n) > 0 such that 
1 1% /-0(x, P 1 P log P s:d+n for all @S&(n) 21-7, I 
hence 
1 log P if,,,‘" B(cp(w w)x, P) P log P G--d+n for all pGp,‘(n) 21-n 1 
for all n EN by invariance of CL. 
Choosing N = N(E, 7, t) > F-’ log(S/&(v)) we get for all n 2 N, 
(clearly ]I~~~~ pi’ o O,, 5 1). An elementary argument yields 
p-almost surely. Now 
lim -‘log 6 em”’ 
( 
n I 
n-n n 
,‘=” Pi ’ o @,I 
> 
= F + $I f y’ log( pfi 0 O,,) 
1-o 
=e+E(logp&J 
by the individual ergodic theorem (whose assertions still hold if the usual integrability 
condition is replaced by the assumption that only the negative (or the positive) part 
is integrable, see, e.g., Bougerol [2, Exercise 11.2.6, p. 231). Since the right-hand side 
of the last identity is always positive, the proof of (16) is complete. 
Step 2. Keep t > 0 fixed and put 
Put also 
g(x, w) = -log 
dp-‘(:lw!rw (x). 
w 
gN(x, w) = min{g(x, w), N} for N EN. By Lemma 4.l(ii) then 
,im cp_‘(r, w)p A,wB(x, 6) 
R-0 /-0(.% 6) 
= exp(-g(x, w)) s exp(-gN(x, w)) 
p-almost surely. Fix n > 0. Since exp(-gN( x, w)) is bounded away from zero, we 
can find a measurable function (x, w)H~~(x, w) such that for all 6 < hy(x, w), 
gN(x, w) d -log 
cp-‘tc W)PL,,,B(X, 6) 
PAX, 6) 
+ 77. 
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By Lemma 4.2 and by (14), respectively, we obtain for p-almost all (x, w), 
= B(cp(4 w)x, S(max{l, wIl/~zcp(~, WI-‘II IzE ~~‘(4 w)B(cp(t, w)x, 
= B(cp(t, 0)x, S e pi,‘(x, ~1) 
for all 0 < S < So and for e > 0 arbitrary, hence 
&Jll) -‘) 
for all 0 < S < S, and F > 0. For p-almost all (x, w) we thus get: for all S and So 
with O<S<S, and for all E>O, 
gN(x, w)l(*“<,,;,(X, w) 
Put 
From (17) we get p-almost surely: for all 0 < S CC So and e > 0, 
-logP ’ 
B ,Wcp(f, ~14 6 em’pi,‘b, w)) 
t-4(x, 6) 
sup E”<Y,~P(c o)B(x, 6) 
> 
= -logf*(x, w). 
i?>O 10(x, S) 
(18) 
(19) 
Multiplying (19) by l,,,,,,;,(x, w) and adding it to (18) yields 
g”(x, w)l{++;)(x, w)s -log 
p+,,B((~(t, w)x, S epFpG:(x, w)) 
/AAX, S) 
+mf*(x, 41,&,&$X, w)+71, (20) 
for all 0<S<S6, and E>O. 
Step 3. Keeping t > 0 and 77 > 0 fixed, we now choose S,, > 0 small enough such that 
and 
(iii) 
I 
(logp,o(x,w)-log+llT,cp(t,w)~‘lJ)d~(x,w)<rl; 
MXR 
to achieve (iii) we use (15). 
Invoking O-invariance of p, we conclude from (20) for all 6 with 0 < 6 s 6,, and 
for all i EN, 
(gNl,,. h;}O @8,)(X, w) 
s -log P~~,,+,,P 
B(p((i+ l)t, w)x, 6 ee’p;(,’ 0 O;,(x, w)) 
~~+B(cp(it, w)x, 6) 
+ (1% f‘*1 (CT<, -h ,“t”@,,)(x,~)+77 (21) 
p-almost surely. Evaluating (21) with 6 replaced by 6, em” n:1:, p,,’ 0 O,, we obtain 
(gN& /,c;‘, o @,)(x9 w) 
+(logf*l{,<, z/z’;, o @0(x, w)+ 77 
p-almost surely. Taking time averages yields for p-almost all (x, W) and for all n EN, 
+‘“f’ (logf*l{~,,z,,~;,” @,0(x, w)+77. 
n ,=o 
By virtue of the individual ergodic theorem we conclude 
+ EC”(lOgf*l{,,~sh;,)+ 77. 
Due to our choice of & we get, invoking (16), 
E’*(g”‘)sdE@ (logp8,,+t)+3n 
(22) 
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Since (22) holds for n > 0, e > 0, and N EN arbitrary, we have 
for each t > 0. 
To complete the proof, we conclude from Corollary 3.5 that 
for all t>O. Since (l/f) logJ/T,cp(t, w))‘ll converges to -A$(x, w) both p-almost 
surely and in L’(p) (see (ll)), also max{O, (l/t) log11 T,cp( t, w)-‘II} converges to 
max{O, -A$(x, w)} p-a.s. and in L’(p). Consequently, 
ay/, c -dE“ (0 A A$). 0 
Corollary 5.2. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. 
(i) IfA$(x, w)zO CL-a.s., then crIJ =O. 
(ii) Zf Az(x, o)cO p-a.s., then Q& s -dE&(A$). Cl 
Corollary 5.3. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, suppose p is ergodic. Then 
a,sdmax{O,-A$}=-d(Or,Az). 0 
The proofs are immediate. 
Remarks. (i) The integrability condition (15) of Theorem 5.1 follows, for instance, 
if for all t > 0, 
is integrable with respect to P. This is essentially the condition under which Theorem 
6.1 of Crauel[4] was proved. For M compact this is not very restrictive. A stochastic 
flow on a compact manifold has considerably stronger integrability properties, see 
Kifer [8]. 
(ii) Using two-sided time, the map defined in (15) may be expressed as 
(x, ~I+suPuog+ll Tzcp(--C o)ll Iz E B(x, 811. 
(iii) Crauel [4] wonders whether there exist examples for O< -dA$ < Q~ or for 
(Ye > 0 and A$ ~0 (Remark (ii) after Theorem 6.1). Corollary 5.2 gives negative 
answers in both concerns. 
(iv) Baxendale [l, Theorem 4.2, p. 5301 proves that under certain conditions 
ff, = -A$ =: -C A?. Without going into the details here, let us mention that it is 
possible to construct a stochastic differential equation such that the stochastic flow 
generated by the sde has a unique non-fixed invariant Markov measure ,z satisfying 
Baxendale’s conditions, and such that all Lyapunov exponents are equal (and, 
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necessarily, negative). In this case (Ye = -dhz = --A$. Compare Baxendale [l, 
Sections 5 and 6, pp. 533-5461, for a detailed account on the question of equality 
of all Lyapunov exponents. 
It is not known to the present author whether one can have LYE = dh$ if not all 
exponents coincide. 
Corollary 5.4. Let Z_L be an ergodic two sided time invariant measure for an RDS cp 
on a Riemannian C’ manifold. Suppose for each t > 0 there exists s> 0 such that the 
map 
is integrable with respect to t_~. Assume also the integrability condition (IC) (see Section 
4). 
(i) Zfthere exists a u-algebra g satisfying (C) (Section 2) such that E (p. / 27 v F) # 
E(p.1 %), then A$<O. In particular, A $<O if E(P./~~)# E(~.19+), where .Fq= 
a{p(t,. )Ite n. 
(ii) Zf there exists a u-algebra ‘8 satisfying the analogue of (C) with (t > 0) replaced 
by (t<O) such that E(~./%‘v~+)#E(~.\%), then A’;>O. In particular, A’;>0 if 
E(#u.I .F*) f E(p.1 F). 
Proof. (i) is immediate from Lemma 2.3, and (ii) follows by reversing time. 0 
For the following two remarks we assume as much integrability as necessary. 
Remark 5.5. A random measure w++Z_L_, is said to be a Markov measure for t 3 0 if 
E(p.19,) = E(p.1 F). Accordingly, w++Z.L~ is a Markov measure for tc0 if 
E(p.1 sV) = E(~J. I @). Markov measures play a particular role for Markovian RDS. 
Vaguely speaking, an RDS is Markovian if its randomness comes from a Markov 
‘noise’ process in the background. We do not give the general definition of an 
abstract Markovian RDS here. But let us mention that Markovian RDS include 
stochastic flows, random Bows induced by random differential equations with 
‘Markovian coefficients’, and products of diffeomorphisms in Markovian depen- 
dence (particularly products of i.i.d. diffeomorphisms). The above characterization 
of a Markov measure needs the additional assumption that the q-algebras 9- and 
9’ coincide with the o-algebras generated by the respective noise trajectories in 
(-a, 0) and (0, a), respectively. Invariant Markov measures (for tz0) are precisely 
those invariant measures (for the RDS) which correspond to invariant measures for 
the Markov semigroup generated by the system. Vice versa, every invariant measure 
for the semigroup corresponds to an invariant Markov measure for t 2 0. For details 
see Crauel[6], who deals with Markov measures for t 3 0. Clearly, Markov measures 
for t s 0 correspond to the backward semigroup. 
An ergodic invariant measure f_~ which is neither a Markov measure for t 2 0 nor 
a Markov measure for t G 0 satisfies 
E(~.I~-)fE(~.I~~)fE(~L.I~+). 
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Consequently, Corollary 5.4 yields 
A$ <O<Alf. 
Thus, an ergodic invariant measure which lacks the Markov property for either 
direction of time is partially hyperbolic. 
Remark 5.6. Suppose cp is a stochastic flow or a product of iid diffeomorphisms on 
a Riemannian C’ manifold M, and suppose a probability measure p on M is an 
ergodic invariant measure for the Markov semigroup generated by the few. If there 
exists f > 0 such that cp( t, .)p # p with positive probability (i.e., if p is not jxed 
under the flow), then Corollary 5.4(i) yields Ad < 0. Here Ad = Ad(p) is the smallest 
Lyapunov exponent associated with p in the notation of Baxendale [l, p, 5251. In 
terms of the present paper, Ad = A$, where E_L = p0 R Baxendale gives stronger 
criteria for the considerably stronger assertion A1 =c hi <O ([l, Theorem 4.3, 
p. 5311). Clearly, non-fixedness of p alone does not imply AA < 0 (and neither does 
it suffice to ensure A1 < 0). 
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